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SINGLES BOWLING TOURNAMENT
“1st BOWLING SKILLS CHALLENGE – Nov 2018”
Famagusta Bowling Club organizes for its members a Singles bowling tournament named as "1st
BOWLING SKILLS CHALLENGE - Nov 2018" on Wednesday, November 28, 2018 and starting at
19:15. The innovative way of organizing the tournament will combine fun and intense competition!
Tournament Rules:
Qualifying Phase:
- The participants will be placed in two different Groups (PREMIER Group and FRIENDS Group)
depending on the League that everyone is participating.
- Initially, 18 entries will be accepted in each group, where a strict order of priority will be adhered
to.
- The 36 bowlers will compete in parallel as follows: Premier Group (18 bowlers) on lanes 13-18 and
FRIENDS Group (18 bowlers) on lanes 19-24.
- In the case of not enough entries in each group, the participants will be placed in a one united
group.
- In the case of more participants (a total of at least 30 bowlers from each group), there will be two
Qualifying Squads for each group (1st Squad at 18:00 & 2nd Squad at 19:30).
- The Bowlers will have a total of 30 attempts (in 9 different pre-defined SPARES). Depending on
the degree of difficulty, each successful attempt will be rewarded with one (1) or two (2) points.
- The first eight (8) Bowlers of each group, with the highest total score, are qualified in the next
phase.
- In the case of a tie, the bowlers will have one or more additional efforts are required, in SPARE to
be chosen by the organizers on the spot, until there is a winner or winners (preliminary stage).
Final Phase:
- The eight (8) bowlers (of each group) who will qualify will compete in a match (as described below)
with the two winners being nominated as PREMIER Master and FRIENDS Master of "1st BOWLING
SKILLS CHALLENGE ".
- The Bowlers will have six (6) consecutive Strike Shots (first shot only) in six (6) different lanes! The
two winners (one from each group) who will have the highest number of Pins will also be the winners
of the tournament.
- In case of a tie, the bowlers will have one or more additional efforts (as many are required), in
STRIKE shots, until there is a winner in each group.
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Awards-Winners Prizes:
The top 8 bowlers of each group will also receive the corresponding trophy/award.
For a better organized tournament, entries will be accepted
ONLY through ONLINE REGISTRATION
on our club’s official website!
Participation Fee: €10
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